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This essay is an analysis of Gyӧrgy Ligeti’s Melodien for orchestra (1971), with a 
particular focus on symmetrical structures and imitative echoing. In this essay, I explore the 
many levels—melodic, harmonic, temporal, and structural—on which these mirrorings and 
shadowings take place. In Melodien, these symmetries and shadowings are often broken, 
distorted, or negated; the tension between order and disorder in Ligeti’s works manifests itself in 
these moments. I also explore the connections between Gustav Klimt’s mosaic paintings, an 
inspiration behind Melodien, and Ligeti’s compositional practices. 
In the introduction, I briefly situate Melodien in terms of Ligeti’s previous works. In the 
following two sections, I discuss structural, temporal, and melodic aspects of mirroring and 
shadowing. In the fourth section, I explore harmonic aspects, including the prevalence of the 
major third in Melodien and the presence of symmetrical and near-symmetrical interval 
structures. In the fifth section, I discuss the idea of implied just intonation within the 12-note 
equal-tempered world of Melodien—distorted shadows of harmonic spectra. In the sixth section, 
I discuss the connections between Melodien and Klimt’s mosaic works: the surface-level 
brightness and glitter of both, structural and compositional correspondences between Klimt’s 
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Misshapen Shadows, Broken Symmetries, Lustrous Glimmering: Gyӧrgy Ligeti’s Melodien and 
Gustav Klimt’s Mosaics 
 
1. Introduction 
  “There must be some kind of order, but not too much of it and it should not be 
dogmatic. But there must not be disorder either.” –Gyӧrgy Ligeti (Ligeti 1978, 
52) 
 
Gyӧrgy Ligeti’s (1923-2006) career as a composer was marked by variety, always 
pushing to reimagine and refine his techniques and ideas and then, when he felt he had exhausted 
any particular vein, turning to new approaches. Melodien for orchestra (1971) has often been 
seen as a transitional work (Baca-Lobera 1991), marking the beginning of a turn away from his 
previous period, in which he deliberately eschewed the use of perceptible melodies, aiming 
through his dense, complex polyphonic webs to obscure each individual line. As the title itself 
suggests, with Melodien Ligeti begins a move back to the use of melody, bringing to the work a 
newly transparent brilliance. 
The array of different gestures and shapes in Melodien is brought into order through 
large-scale structural correspondences: the opening material returning later in the work, the two 
prominent horn duets, the two prominent moments of resolution into perfect-interval chords, a 
section with a slow-moving mass of melodies echoed in another later section, and so on. 
Griffiths (1983, 86) notes the melodic “mirrorings and shadowings” that characterize the work. 
In this essay, I explore the many levels—melodic, harmonic, temporal, and structural—on which 
these mirrorings and shadowings take place. As the idea implies, there are significant 
presentations of symmetry in Melodien. But the very nature of a shadow implies imprecision, 
distortion, even as it conveys the basic essence of the object that casts it. In Melodien, these 
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symmetries and shadowings are often broken or negated; the tension between order and disorder 
in Ligeti’s works manifests itself in these moments. 
Steinitz (2003, 184) notes the influence of the “metallic shimmering” of Klimt’s mosaic 
paintings on Melodien. This connection has been underexplored—indeed, basically 
unexplored—in the literature on Ligeti and Melodien. I discuss the connections between 
Melodien and Klimt’s work in terms of the surface-level glittering, notable correlations between 
Klimt’s Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I and Melodien, and broken symmetries found in Klimt’s 
Stoclet Frieze and Beethoven Frieze. 
Melodien is scored for flute (doubling piccolo), oboe (doubling oboe d’amore), clarinet, 
bassoon, 2 horns, trumpet, trombone, tuba, percussion (one or more performers playing 3 
timpani, crotales, glockenspiel, vibraphone, and xylophone), piano, celesta, and strings, violin A, 
violin B, viola, cello, and double bass. In the performance notes, Ligeti notes that there are three 
“planes” in the work: a foreground made up of melodies, a middleground made up of ostinati, 
and a background of pedal tones. Thus, whatever the dynamic marking in the score, the melodies 
are always meant to be played more loudly than the ostinati, which in turn are played more 











 Figure 1: Melodien, Map of Structure 
 
 
Melodien is organized into six sections, as shown in Figure 1; the sections are demarcated 
by changes in musical material, tempo, and, in three cases, time signature. In section one (mm. 
1–13), Ligeti uses a tangled web of upwardly sweeping chromatic scales as opening material, 
then begins to filter out certain pitches and constrain the range by moving the lower end upward. 
New pitches then filter in, leading again to a complete chromatic aggregate, and the scales reach 
higher; the low end of the range then pulls upward once again, until all instruments settle on a 
unison A6.1 
Section two (mm. 13–45) is divided into two subsections of equal length. Subsection 3A 
begins by adding an F to the A, creating a major third. Simple melodies begin in the piccolo, 
xylophone, celesta, and violin B, gradually growing in complexity as they pick up new pitches. 
From the end of m. 29, the full orchestra creates a dense web of comparatively slower melodies, 
gradually descending in register, comprising subsection 2B. Though the textural contrast 
                                                 
1 In this essay, the pitch C4 corresponds to middle C: that is, the ledger line below the treble clef. 
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between subsections 2A and 2B is markedly apparent, major section boundaries in Melodien are 
always marked by alterations in tempo and occasionally time signature; between these two 
subsections, there is no change. 
Section three (mm. 46–71) can also be divided into two subsections. Woodwinds and 
violins begin the subsection 3A by playing foreground melodies; behind this, the vibraphone, 
piano, and viola play rhythmically active ostinati, and the low strings play artificial harmonic 
pedal tones. This interplay of different figures continues until m. 57, when the ostinati drop out 
and the rhythmic speed slows considerably. This slow-moving subsection 3B is again texturally 
distinct from subsection 3A, but with no change of tempo or other section marker. In mm. 63-66, 
the two horns play a duet of mostly homorhythmic dyads, marked two dynamic levels higher 
than the rest of the orchestra and labeled “in relievo.” 
At the end of section three, each of the instruments begins to creep closer and closer to C-
natural, until they reach an eight-octave unison on C, heralding the beginning of section four 
(mm. 71–113). At this point, pizzicato cellos and violins, piano, and vibraphone pulse on C4, 
creating what Ligeti calls his “meccanico-type music” (Ligeti 1978, 17), while the other 
instruments play pedal tones and melodies. This C4 soon fans out to other pitches, and through 
m. 94, the orchestra plays a jumbled mass of different melodies and ostinati, many of which 
relate to material from preceding sections. In m. 95, the texture thins, and a section of slower-
moving melodies similar to subsection 3B ensues. 
The last few measures of section four begin to reintroduce upward-moving chromatic 
scales, leading to section five (mm. 113–126), which is thematically similar to section one. Here, 
the chromatic scales are subjected to filtering similar to that in the beginning, but the 
compression of the range that occurred in the opening does not happen here; the outer boundaries 
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remain unchanged throughout. Thus, the scales gradually become arpeggios as pitches are 
removed, and the rhythmic speed slows: the slithering scales transform into melodies. 
 Section six (mm. 127–151) begins with a violent outburst, followed by gentler melodies. 
One more outburst occurs in the trombone, tuba, and double bass in m. 136, with the typically 
Ligetian marking of “stop suddenly, as though torn off.” Following this, the two horns play 
another dyadic duet, like an echo of the similar duet in section three. As the horns conclude their 
duet, they join a ten-note underlying chord made up entirely of stacked perfect fifths (from A-
flat1 to B6). In the still, hushed conclusion, the middle pitches disappear, and the lowest pitches 
descend while the uppermost pitches ascend, creating that vast, empty space that is typical of 
Ligeti at his most dramatic. 
 When viewed from the standpoint of measure numbers, some sections share certain 
lengths (taking into account measure overlaps between certain sections). For example, the 
opening section and its thematic mirror, the fifth section, are each 13 measures long. While the 
sixth section is 25 measures long, Ligeti notates a grand pause in the final bar; consequently, this 
section could be viewed as being more on the order of 26 measures in length, which would make 
it equal to the 26-measure-long section 3. The eight-octave unison C, arguably the most striking 
moment of the piece, occurs three measures before the exact midpoint of the piece, another 
“almost”-symmetry. 
 However, because of differing tempi within each section, these correspondences are 
destroyed on a perceptual level. Taking the tempi in the score, section one should be 54 seconds 
in length, while section five should be 47 seconds long; section three should be one minute and 
53 seconds in length, while section six should be two minutes and 17 seconds long. The eight-
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octave C occurs at 5’02”, well before the halfway point, given the total duration of around 
11’21”. Thus, order on one level is destroyed on another.  
 It is interesting to note, however, that the two most obvious moments of harmonic 
symmetry in the piece, the 8-octave C chord in m. 71 and the 10-pitch stacked fifths chord in m. 
138, suggest a possible underlying order. The C chord occurs at approximately 5’05”, and the 
fifths chord begins at about 9’54”; thus, the chords are played slightly askew of 5’ and 10’, with 
the material following the fifths chord having the character of a coda. It is not possible to say for 
certain that this temporal correspondence was intentional, but it hints at the multivalent nature of 
Ligeti’s work: order proposed on one level, destroyed on another, but with the hint of more order 
within that destruction.  
 Ligeti’s characteristic use of gradual changes in register to articulate formal sections in 
his works is also at play in Melodien. The registral sculpting that takes place leads to mirroring 
on a large-scale basis. In section one, mm. 1–13, the registral space begins as relatively wide, 
from G4 to F#6. Swiftly, Ligeti begins to filter the pitches and pull the lower end of the range 
upward. In m. 6, the new high pitch of A6 is introduced, and the low end of the range contracts 
ever upward until eventually all of the instruments settle on A6.  
 By contrast, in subsection 2A, there is an overall downward expansion from A6, this time 
with new pitches gradually filtering in, creating a sinuous tangle of melodies. In m. 29, as these 
melodies come to a close, new, slower melodies take over: the bassoon and the trombone lead 
off, starting both their melodies on G4, the initial lowest pitch at the beginning of the piece. The 
symmetry thus complete, the next subsection moves onward, the slower melodies spinning 
themselves out over the next sixteen measures. It is worth noting that from the opening up to the 
piccolo’s entrance in measure 14, which begins the melodic action of section two, roughly 61 
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seconds elapse; then from this point to the bassoon and trombone melodies in m. 29, roughly 60 
seconds pass. Thus, in terms of actual duration, the two segments are almost exactly the same 
length. 
 In an instance of structural “shadowing,” rather than mirroring, section five begins like 
section one, with the upward-moving chromatic scales and pitch filtering, though with an 
expanded range from A#2 to E6. By the end of the section, however, the individual lines more 
closely resemble the more leisurely, melodic arpeggios at the beginning of section two—as 
though the two sections have been melded together. In talking about his Second String Quartet, 
Ligeti said, “The collapse at the end of the first movement returns as a variant at the end of the 
second movement. It is like a rhyme between two lines of a poem” (Ligeti 1968/69, 109). With 
the correspondence between sections one and five, there is a similar feeling: a binding resonance, 
though without exact repetition. Moving into section six, the pitches eventually settle into the 
perfect symmetry of the stacked fifths chord. Following this, the outermost voices move in 
contrary motion, mirroring each other—though imperfectly, not in precise, one-to-one 
counterpoint—to the end of the work. 
 
3. Melodic and Temporal Shadowing 
An important thread in Ligeti’s works was the creation and refinement of what he called 
“micropolyphony.” Ligeti describes micropolyphony as “ ‘inaudible’ polyphony . . . in which 
each single part, though imperceptible by itself, contributes to the character of the polyphonic 
network as a whole” (Ligeti 1971, 136). Steinitz explains it as “microscopic counterpoint, an 
internally animated yet dense texture in which large numbers of instruments play slightly 
different versions of the same line” (2003, 103). Steinitz’s description most closely corresponds 
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to Ligeti’s earliest micropolyphonic works, such as Apparitions and Atmosphères. Slightly later 
works, such as Lux Aeterna (1966) and Lontano (1967), relate more closely to Ligeti’s 
description. 
When listening to Lux Aeterna or Lontano, one is struck by the slowly evolving sound-
masses; all of the lines seem to merge into a single blurry entity, a massive, ever-creeping 
harmonic block. But this foggy mass is, in fact, created through canonic writing: each instrument 
or voice playing the same melody, with each line moving at its own unique speed. Melody is 
submerged within melody; melody destroys melody. A single melody casts so many shadows of 
itself, each subsumed by the others, that all one can perceive is a single evolving entity. It seems 
as though the unity of time itself has been shattered: a single moment, a single gesture, forever 
shadowing and smudging itself. 
This layering of lines moving at differing speeds is by no means unique to these two 
pieces or to Ligeti’s micropolyphonic technique. Indeed, this is also characteristic of some of 
Ligeti’s “meccanico-type” music, such as the third movement of the Chamber Concerto (1970). 
Ligeti noted, “What attracts me is the idea of superimposing several levels, several different 
time-grids moving at different speeds, and so very subtly achieving rhythmical deviations” 
(Ligeti 1968/69, 108). In another interview, he said, “I have always been fascinated by machines 
that do not work properly; in general, by the external world of technology and automation which 
engenders, and puts people at the mercy of, bureaucracies. Transposed into music, the ticking of 
malfunctioning machinery occurs in many of my works, including the Second Quartet” (Ligeti 
1978, 16). He recalls his meccanico music as being inspired by a story “about [a] widow living 
in a house full of clocks ticking away all the time…. Afterwards other everyday experiences 
came to be added to the memory of the house full of ticking clocks; images of buttons we push 
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and a machine would start working or not, as the case may be, lifts that sometimes work and 
sometimes do not, or stop at the wrong floor…. Recalcitrant machinery, unmanageable automata 
have always fascinated me” (Ibid., 17). Thus, the imperfections of these machines create the 
breakdown of order into disorder. 
Though Melodien is a transitional work, moving away from Ligeti’s dense 
micropolyphony in favor of a more transparent texture where each line is more perceptible, there 
are echoes of his previous micropolyphonic practice in the opening section and in the 
corresponding fifth section. Toop (1999, 150) notes the in medias res opening of the work: the 
range of the chromatic scales is clearly defined by the aggregate collection, but other than the 
flute and cello, the instruments do not begin their scales on G4; the bassoon and viola start on 
G#4, the oboe on C5, clarinet on E5, violin A on D6, violin B on F6, and so forth. Once they 
complete their initial scales, however, their subsequent scales always begin at the lowest end of 
the overall register. Thus, at the very opening, it seems as though the scales must have been 
swirling and shadowing each other before the listener ever entered the picture. The perceptual 
effect of these scales is akin to an acoustically-generated Shepard tone, an aural illusion in which 
an electronically-generated tone seems to continuously ascend, yet somehow never seems to get 
any higher.2 The layering of differing time grids at the opening—dividing the beat into six, 
seven, eight, nine, ten, eleven, and twelve parts, respectively—ensures that the instruments will 
not follow each other exactly, even those that begin on the same pitch: the bassoon, for example, 
                                                 
2 Roger Shepard created this aural illusion in 1964. Though similar illusions would be created 
later in which there was a continuous pitch glissando, notably, Shepard created his illusion by 




begins with G#4 at a sextuplet speed, but the viola begins on the same pitch at a thirty-second 
note speed. 
The opening is certainly suggestive of imitative procedures. The instruments, over and 
over, play upward-moving scales. Once a pitch is filtered from one of the scales, it is 
immediately filtered from each of the other scales, such that they are always playing scales with 
the same pitch content. Instead of the strict canons of Lux Aeterna and Lontano, however, Ligeti 
creates a more imprecise shadowing here.3 The scales are not uniformly echoed by each 
instrument. In some cases, this is clearly because of registral restraints: the bassoon’s scales, for 
example, are confined between G4 and D#5, and the viola and cello share similar constraints. 
But this is not the only alteration made to the imitation: though the instruments do not skip 
pitches in the middle of the scales, they will sometimes skip the first one, two, or three pitches, 
beginning higher than expected, and will sometimes skip the last pitch of their respectively 
defined registers, ending sooner than expected. There does not seem to be any clear pattern or 
intention behind these alterations, besides perhaps an unpredictable flux and flicker of the scalar 
shadowing. 
By contrast, the imitation in section five is more stable, more predictable. Though 
registral constraints are still at play in the various instruments here—even more so, due to the 
widened range of B-flat2 to E6—each instrument in the woodwinds and strings consistently 
begins and ends on its designated low and high notes. As before, once a pitch is filtered from one 
scale, it is filtered from each of the other instruments’ lines as well. There are fewer beat 
divisions in section five than in the opening—primarily sextuplets, septuplets, and thirty-second 
                                                 
3 Clendinning (1989, 30) created the term “microcanonic” to describe works like Lux Aeterna 
and Lontano, where rigid canonic procedures characterize the work. Thus, this section would be 
micropolyphonic, but not strictly microcanonic. 
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notes, with isolated occurrence of quintuplets in the double bass and tuba. The rhythmic 
deceleration beginning in m. 122 leads to divisions of five, six, and seven, then four, five, and 
six, then three, four, and five, and so on. However, the unpredictable flickering of the first 
section manifests more overtly here in the brass instruments and the xylophone, which play 
short, sparse, staccato scale fragments, beginning and ending seemingly wherever they wish. 
Thus, even as the melodic shadowing is more exact here, there is still an unpredictable element 
that threatens to destroy the established order. 
Though Melodien is not a significant example of Ligeti’s “meccanico-type” music, at the 
beginning of section four in m. 71, there is a brief occurrence of what could be called 
“meccanico-light.” At this moment, when the orchestra converges on the eight-octave C chord, 
the vibraphone, piano, pizzicato cello, and pizzicato violins tick away on C4, with the pitches 
fanning out from there. In typical Ligeti fashion, the piano plays septuplets, the vibraphone 
septuplets, and the cello quintuplets; when the violins enter in m. 73, violin A plays sixteenth 
notes, and violin B plays triplets. However, the machine quickly breaks down, with the rhythmic 
speed starting to slow at the end of m. 73, and each line soon sputtering out, dissipating almost as 
soon as it had begun. To quote Ligeti, “I have a tendency to use the following device in my 
compositions: I propose something, expound something, begin something, and yet before it 
really exists, I take it back” (Ligeti 1968/69, 99). 
Example 1 shows a pitch-class representation of the order in which new pitches fan out 
from C. On beat two of m. 72, the vibraphone introduces D4, and at the beginning of m. 74, it 
adds B-flat3—thus, a whole step above and below C4. The “machine” concludes its breakdown, 
both rhythmically and melodically, when the vibraphone plays E-flat5 (rather than E-flat4) on 
beat two of m. 76, appearing “out of register.” Horn 1 introduces the pitch A on beat three of m. 
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76, completing the mirror of a minor third around C. Next the minor second above and below C 
comes in, with violin A playing the pitch B at the beginning of m. 77, and violin B playing C# 
immediately afterward, on the second septuplet of beat one. The major third above and below C 
come next, with G# in the viola on the fourth sextuplet of beat one, and E in the clarinet on beat 
two. The trumpet introduces F on the second eighth note of beat two, and the violin A plays G on 
the fifth septuplet of beat three, continuing the outward fan. Finally, F# appears on beat four in 
the piano part. Thus, the pitches fan out in symmetrical pairs from C, but varying registrally from 
E-flat onward. Additionally, the first fan-out from C is at the level of a major second, then the 
minor third; after this, Ligeti picks up the minor second, and then continues outward to the major 
third and perfect fourth, then the tritone. The otherwise perfect chromatic march out from C is 
marred by the displacement of the minor second. Furthermore, there is no clear pattern to 
whether Ligeti adds the upper or lower note of the symmetrical dyad first. Thus, in this passage, 
we see a clear symmetry and underlying order—but not too much order, not too perfect a 
machine. 
 




As noted in the introduction, Griffiths remarks on the melodic aspects of the work. He 
points out that in m. 25, “the viola melody begins by picking out a near inversion of the violin 
melody…. Later the two lines mimic each other. Such mirrorings and shadowings, forking 
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through the texture of the work, are a common feature of Melodien, and contribute to its mazy 
bewilderment” (Griffiths 1983, 86). These two lines are shown in Example 2 below. (The 
analysis here is my own.) The violin A and viola both begin on C#, and the violin’s downward 
half-step is mirrored by the viola’s upward half-step. In the figure labeled B, the viola counters 
the violin’s downward major sixth with an upward major sixth, but with an intervening note 
added in between. 
The figures labeled C mark a shift to imitation rather than inversion; the two lines both 
begin on B and share a basic contour. However, when the pitch content of both lines is reordered, 
it is possible to find a near-symmetry, marred only by the differing qualities of the third (B to D 
as a minor third, B to G as a major third). Reordering the two D fragments in pitch space makes 
the imitation at the major second clear, and the two E fragments are obviously exact imitation. 
Following this fall of a fifth, the viola plays an upward fifth, thus inverting the gesture labeled E. 
The violin then plays Ab–G, which is shadowed by the viola’s fall from F to E. Thus, the two 
melodies are clearly related to each other, intertwined, but the fluidity and flexibility of the 
correspondences tends to mask this on a perceptual level. 
 





These mirrorings and shadowings occur not only in close proximity to one another, but 
also across different sections of the piece, particularly between the fourth section and the 
preceding sections. Whereas the fifth section has the character of a recapitulation, the fourth 
section suggests a development, where materials from preceding sections cavort and collide in 
varied form.4 These variations often involve melodic inversion. 
For instance, Example 3a shows the piccolo runs in mm. 28-29, the end of the first part of 
section two, before the section settles into the web of slower melodies. Example 3b displays the 
flute part in m. 94; here, once again, this marks a boundary between a rhythmically active 
section, and an ensuing section of slower melodies quite similar to the second half of section 
two. The contour of the scales is inverted; again, it is a “near inversion,” rather than an exact 
correspondence, but the aural similarity is striking. Example 3c displays the scales in m. 28 and 
m. 94 in their most compact forms in pitch class space; the former comprises a [0234578] set, 
while the latter forms a [0245789] set. Thus, the two appear, at least on the surface, to be quite 
similar. 
 
Example 3a: mm. 28–30, Piccolo 
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4 Ligeti would likely be dismayed at these characterizations, as he described sonata form as “a 
device that is quite worn out” (Ligeti 1978, 62). Nonetheless, as Baca-Lobera (1991, 71) points 
out, section five is “probably the closest thing to a reexposition of a passage in the same piece in 




Example 3b: m. 94, Flute 
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Example 3c: Scales, m. 28 and m. 94 
 
 
The whirling three-note ostinati that characterize the beginning of section three also 
reappear in section four. The vibraphone ostinato from mm. 47–48 is shown in Example 4a, and 
the clarinet and bassoon ostinati in mm. 91–92 are displayed in Example 4b. Both instances 
exhibit the same technique of shifting one pitch at a time by a semitone, in both cases creating 
the same three prime-form pitch class sets, (015), (025), and (026). However, in mm. 47–48, the 
contour is an upward one, while in mm. 91–92, it is downward. Additionally, all three pitch class 
sets are presented in inversion to one another; for example, where the major second in the (026) 
set in m. 91 is at the top of the set—i.e., [046]—in the (026) set in m. 47, it is at the bottom of the 
trichord, therefore [026]. Thus, here the mirroring and shadowing occurs on a melodic, 





Example 4a: mm. 47–48, Vibraphone Ostinato 
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Example 4b: mm. 91–92, Clarinet and Bassoon Ostinati 
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4. Harmony 
4.1 The Major Third 
Macaulay (1986, 20) has noted the importance of the major third in Melodien and the 
ubiquitous nature of pitch class sets emphasizing the major third, particularly (014) (a major 
third with a minor second contained inside it) and (026) (a tritone with a major third contained 
inside it). These two set classes are abundantly present both melodically and harmonically, and 
they are evident at every structural level of the piece. 
Example 5a shows a pitch class representation of the order in which the pitches are 
filtered from the chromatic scales in mm. 1–2. (While it may seem audacious to analyze pitches 
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which are, in fact, not present, it is interesting to note what appears to be a clear underlying 
order.) Ligeti filters the full chromatic aggregate from the opening scales, which span nearly two 
octaves. The first three pitches form a (015) trichord, and the second three pitches also form a 
(015) trichord, transposed down a major third and inverted, so that the semitone is contained at 
the bottom of the trichord rather than the top. The next three pitches form a (037) trichord, a 
minor triad (thus, containing a major third and a minor third), and the last three pitches form a 
major triad, thus inverting the (037) trichord, transposed up a major third. Additionally, the first 
six and last six pitches, respectively, form symmetrical (014589) hexachords, the hexatonic 
collection. Within these hexachords, any three adjacent pitches form (014) trichords. Thus, 
mirroring and shadowing occurs on multiple levels, and the major third is heavily emphasized. 
 
Example 5a: mm. 1–2, Pitch Filtering 
 
 
Following this pitch filtering process, the range contracts upward. The first bar of 
Example 5b shows the four pitches that remain after this contraction is completed: a symmetrical 
(0268) tetrachord. Here, any three adjacent pitches form (026) set classes. After this, new pitches 
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are added one by one in mm. 4–5, in a sort of “reverse filtering” process, thus restoring the 
chromatic aggregate. The second bar of 5b shows the order in which these pitches are 
introduced. The first three pitches form a (014) trichord, and the second three pitches form a 
(026) trichord. 
 
Example 5b: mm. 4–5, Pitch Processes 
 
 
Example 5c is based on Macaulay’s observation regarding the changes of pitch 
boundaries in the first section (Macaulay 1986, 19–20). The opening range of G4–F#6 becomes 
A#5–F#6 in m. 4, concluding the upward contraction here. After the chromatic “refill” of pitches 
in mm. 4–5, the upper boundary extends slightly to A6, with the lower boundary of A#5 
maintained. The F# and A# combine with A and G to form two mirror presentations of a (014) 
set. 
 





Instances of (014) and (026) relationships manifest at many different structural levels in 
Melodien. Example 6a displays the most significant pedal points of the piece, based on duration 
and/or salience. The pitch A6 is continuously present from m. 7 until m. 71, and C#6 is present 
from mm. 30 to 71. The entrance of F6 marks the beginning of section two; this pedal lasts until 
m. 18, then begins an unstable chromatic descent. Thus, F and C#, a major third above and below 
A, dominate the first three sections of the piece. The pedal point C does not last long after m. 71, 
splitting to B and C# in m. 77 and breaking down from there. But the importance of the octave C 
in m. 71 is undeniable. The next stable, long-lived pitch centers are the B-flat and E that mark 
the range of the chromatic scales beginning in m. 113; these pitches last until m. 133. The final 
harmonies of the piece crystallize in m. 147. Notably, the final E1 pedal is preceded by a G#1 
pedal in m. 138, the “root” of the stacked fifths chord; this pitch is, of course, a major third 
above E. Example 6b shows the pitch class sets formed by these pedals: a (014) set, a (026) set, 
and a simple major third between F and A. At a more zoomed-out level, the long-lived pedals A 
and C#, the momentous C, and the final resolution to E and F form nested (014) sets, as seen in 
Example 6c. 
 





Similar presentations occur at a more fleeting, moment-to-moment level within the 
individual sections of the piece. Example 7 shows all of the pedal points in subsection 3A, mm. 
46–57. The trichord at m. 46 is a (014) set; in m. 48, a (037) triad occurs, containing a major and 
a minor third. In measures 50 and 54, (014) sets plus an extra major third appear; the (014) sets 
here are inverted versions of each other. The chord in m. 51 contains nested (014) sets. Measure 
54 presents an augmented triad—thus, a symmetrical instance of two major thirds. As in 
Example 5a, this section is again strongly suggestive of hexatonic structures. 
 
Example 7: mm. 46-57, pedal points 
 
 
Additionally, linear presentations of (014) and (026) abound. Looking back at Example 
4A, the opening set of (026) dissolves due to the chromatic movement from B to B-flat and G to 
G-flat. The top three pitches of the aggregate collection in this example, G, B, and B-flat, form a 
(014) set, while the bottom three pitches form an inverted form of the (014) set; thus, (014) is 
implicitly embedded within the passage. In Example 8a, a bassoon ostinato beginning on a (015) 
set morphs into a (026) set, then makes three more chromatic alterations, landing on another 
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(026) set. In Example 8b, linear occurrences of (014) and (026) within a dense web of melodies 
are labeled. Thus, (014) and (026) sets occur on all harmonic and melodic levels of the work. 
 
Example 8a: mm. 49–50, Bassoon Ostinato 
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Example 8b: mm. 31–35, Linear Presentations of (014) and (026) 
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The evocative, mysterious opening of the second section has been analyzed by a number 
of theorists, notably Macaulay (1986), Bernard (1999), and Hasegawa (2006). I will invoke 
Macaulay in this section and discuss Hasegawa in the next section. 
The first fifteen pitches that filter in during mm. 12–22 are displayed in Example 9, with 
presentations of (014) and (026) pc sets labeled. Notably, the first four pitches are a 
straightforward combination of (026) and (014) sets, respectively. The first twelve pitches 
comprise the full chromatic aggregate. After the initial neatness of the presentations of the 
opening two sets, the ensuing embeddings of (014) and (026) sets appear more fragmented and 
chaotic; then, at the ninth pitch, G#, the orderly presentation of sets seems to resume. 
 
Example 9: mm. 12–22, Pitch Processes 
 
 
Example 10, which is adapted from Macaulay (1986, 27), offers a compelling analysis of 
the interval structures formed by each of the pitch collections for the first twelve pitch entrances 
in this section. Notably, when D6 enters, a symmetrical interval structure occurs.5 The next three 
interval structures would be perfectly symmetrical, except for the bottom interval in each 
                                                 
5 Bernard (1987, 211) finds similar interval structure symmetries in a passage from Ligeti’s First 
String Quartet; in explaining this symmetry, he invokes the influence of Bartók on Ligeti’s early 




structure. The next interval structure has a symmetry broken by the interval third from the 
bottom; the following interval structure is similar, with the rogue pitch occurring sixth from the 
bottom. Finally, the last interval structure, when the chromatic aggregate is completed, is 
perfectly symmetrical. Thus, where the opening pitches contain clear, uncomplicated 
instantiations of (014) and (026) pc sets, the interval structures show no symmetry. When the 
presentations of the sets begin to become more fragmented, the overall interval structures show 
notable symmetries and near-symmetries. From the ninth pitch onward, the pc set presentations 
become more straightforward again; pitches thirteen through fifteen put an end to the neatly 
symmetrical interval structures. Thus, here it seems that one kind of order is traded for another, 
and then back again. 
 








4.2 The horn duets 
The horn duets in mm. 63–65 and mm. 136–138 are two of the most resonant moments of 
the piece. The first duet occurs during section 3B; here, the slow-moving harmonic background 
in the other instruments provides little competition for the horns, which enter as part of this 
nearly-static background in m. 60, then rise to prominence in m. 63 with the marking of “in 
relievo.” The second horn duet enters without any preamble, simply surfacing from the harmonic 
backdrop and taking over the foreground as the other instruments drift toward the stacked fifths 
harmony and the woodwinds and violin A spin out their last moments of jittery energy. When the 
horns resolve to G and D in m. 138, they complete the crystallization of the stacked fifths chord, 
and it seems as though the heavens have opened. From here, the piece thins out and dies off, as 
though everything that goes afterward is simply an echo of the horn duet. 
The second horn duet is a clear example of broken symmetry. Example 11a labels the 
nine dyadic intervals between the two horns and also notes instances of (014) sets in the last four 
pitches of each horn part, respectively. In Figure 2, the symmetries among the intervals become 
clear. The horns play perfect fifths as the first, last, and middle (fifth) dyads. Major seconds flank 
the perfect fifth in the middle. But the tritone and minor third pairs break the perfect symmetry: 
instead of appearing as a minor third followed by a tritone the second time around, the initial 
order is maintained. Thus, the first three and last three dyads, respectively, share the same 
content, but without a perfect mirror symmetry.6 
                                                 
6 Drott (2011, 10), basing his observations on Bernard (2003), notes a similar phenomenon in 
Ligeti’s Kyrie. There, a retrograde presentation of a 12-note row is distorted when two notes are 






Example 11: mm. 136–138, Second Horn Duet 
 
 
Figure 2: mm. 136–138, Second Horn Duet, Interval Symmetry 
 
 
The first horn duet appears curiously haphazard in comparison to the second. The dyadic 
intervals are labeled in Example 12: four tritones, three major thirds (assuming an inversion of 
the minor sixth), one minor third, and a perfect fifth. There is no symmetry in the order of the 
dyads, though the alternation of the tritone followed by a different interval through most of the 
duet gives some semblance of pattern. Other than the fact that the first four pitches of each horn 
duet each create (0123) chromatic clusters, respectively, no other harmonic or linear 
correspondences are immediately apparent. Furthermore, the middle of the duet, where the two 
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horns briefly move in rhythmic independence, is a curious departure from the otherwise 
homorhythmic scheme of both duets. 
 
Example 12: mm. 63–65, First Horn Duet 
 
 
Notably, each of the horn duets is comprised of nine dyads, tying them together on a 
basic level. Considering the clear order of the second duet and the relative disorder of the first, 
on a perceptual level, it may simply be that Ligeti intended for the first duet to come across as 
open and disordered, while the second duet echoes with clearly structured closure. However, I 
will here make another audacious analytical move and suggest that the two duets might align to 
create a larger, more clearly patterned superstructure that could explain the apparent deviations 
of the first duet. Example 13 shows the two duets superimposed on top of each other in pitch 
space: the first dyad of the first duet combined with the first dyad of the second duet, and so on. 
Six of the resulting chords are tetrachords, but the symmetrically placed second, fifth, and eighth 
chords are trichords. In each of these trichords, the two horn duets share the middle pitch. The 
second trichord is comprised of a tritone on bottom and a perfect fifth on top—thus, nearly 
symmetrical around the middle pitch—and the fifth chord mirrors this, with the fifth on bottom 
and the tritone on top. The eighth chord does not share the same intervals, but it shares the same 
“near-symmetry,” as it is a minor triad, and thus comprised of a major third and a minor third. 
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Additionally, the fourth and sixth chords combine to create a collection of six pitches, the third 
and seventh to create a seven-pitch collection, the second and eighth a five-pitch collection, and 
the first and last a seven-pitch collection. The six-pitch collection lies just askew of a 
hypothetical neater pattern of 5-7-5-7, creating 6-7-5-7 instead. 
 
Example 13a: 9 Dyads of Each Horn Duet, Superimposed 
 
 
The shared pitches of F and F# between chords four and six and the similarity in interval 
structure between chords three and seven suggest possible relationships between the 
symmetrically placed pairs of chords. In Example 13b, the first, second, third, and fourth chords 
are displayed in normal order in pitch class space;7 the symmetrical counterpart to each chord 
has been converted to normal order, then transposed to share the same first pitch with its paired 
counterpart. The pitch space transpositions required are, respectively, T2, T0, T10 (the inversion 
of T2), and T1 (again, just askew of T0). Pitch class sets are labeled above the pitch collections; 
below, the numbers in parentheses indicate intervallic voice-leading differences between each 
pair of pitch class sets. That is, the second and third notes of set one are each shifted up by a 
semitone to create set nine. A whole tone and semitone difference between sets two and eight is 
                                                 
7 The pitch class sets are displayed in normal order, though not in their prime forms; if they were 
displayed as the latter, [0256] would invert to (0146), and [0345] would invert to (0125). This 
alteration would obscure the voice-leading observations I am making. 
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mirrored by a semitone and whole tone difference between sets three and seven. Sets four and six 
closely resemble sets one and nine: the second and third notes are each bumped up a semitone, 
but here, the fourth pitch of the set moves down a semitone. Again, a nearly symmetrical 
relationship among these pairs of chords unfolds. Thus, the broken symmetries and misshapen 
shadows are abundantly evident in the two horn duets; there exist intimations of order, of 
correlation, yet the passages retain a certain enigmatic quality. 
 
Example 13b: Horn Duets, Pitch Class Relationships among Symmetrically-Placed Dyads 
 
 
5. Implied Microtonality in an Even-Tempered Work 
One of the most notable features of Ligeti’s late works is his use of just intonation, 
particularly the use of non-tempered harmonics in the horns. The first work of this period is his 
Trio for Violin, Horn, and Piano (1982). In his Piano Concerto (1988), Ligeti also calls for just-
intoned harmonics in the horn, trumpet, and trombone. The Violin Concerto (1992) contains a 
wealth of different types of microtonality, among these the use of non-tempered harmonics in the 
horns, trumpet, and trombone, and very high harmonics in the strings. In the culmination of this 
exploration, Ligeti composed his Hamburg Concerto (2002), in which a horn soloist and four 
orchestral horns play a wide palette of just-intoned harmonics. 
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Even before Ligeti’s use of just intonation in the Trio, however, he was interested in 
microtonality—even, in fact, the use of just intonation in the horns. Corey (20112) notes, 
“Ligeti’s earliest usage of microtonality came in 1951 in his Concert Românesc. In this work the 
French horns are, at times, required to keep their right hand out of the bell while they play. This 
prevents the players from tempering the pitches with their hand, clearly showing Ligeti’s 
intention to hear exact, just-intoned pitches from the harmonic series. Interestingly, Ligeti’s last 
microtonal work…, the Hamburg Concerto…, features the same microtonal system, expanded to 
include more notes from the harmonic series, and almost completely eliminating the use of 
valves.” 
Throughout his lifetime, Ligeti did not confine himself to a single area of microtonal 
exploration. Speaking about his piece Ramifications (1968–69) for string orchestra or twelve 
strings, Ligeti said, “I divided the strings into two groups with a quarter-tone difference in the 
intonation between them. This did not produce music based on quarter-tones; that was not my 
intention. In any case the difference between 440 and 453 is slightly more than a quarter-tone. 
The point is that as the two groups of strings, deliberately tuned apart from one another, go on 
playing the group turned higher automatically slides downward so that the two groups get nearer 
one another in pitch. That is what I wanted: not music based on quarter-tones but mistuned 
music” (Ligeti 1978, 53). Thus, the piece contains microtones, but they are “not-quite” quarter 
tones, and Ligeti’s aim here is to convey not the precision of quarter-tone scales, but the 
imprecision of “mistuned music.” In his Second String Quartet (1968), Ligeti asks the string 
players to inflect the pitches either up or down, but he does not specify the exact amount by 




Even in his equal-tempered works, Ligeti sometimes suggested that the specter of 
microtonality was present. Regarding a performance of his Requiem (1963–1965), Ligeti said, 
On one occasion when rehearsals for my Requiem were going on in Stockholm, I 
received a telegram asking me to go there because the choir was unable to sing the fugue 
in the Kyrie. In fact they were perfectly capable of singing it, only they were taking 
everything too strictly, they wanted to render the septuplets precisely. I explained to the 
choir that it was all right if they did not sing all the notes exactly; all they had to do was 
to approximate to what they saw in the score both rhythmically and melodically and that 
it did not matter if they made little mistakes—the mistakes had been reckoned with…. I 
used the twelve-note chromatic scale in the Kyrie. But what you actually hear is not a 
chromatic scale, since the singers cannot help making mistakes in the intonation, which 
produces a kind of microtonality, dirty patches; and these ‘dirty patches’ are very 
important (if they follow the score too loosely that is also wrong, the result will be too 
dirty). (Ligeti 1978, 53) 
 
Here again, Ligeti uses the tension between order and disorder to pursue his aesthetic goal, that 
of subtle microtonality within an even-tempered world. 
 Of the beginning of Lontano (1967) for orchestra, Ligeti said, 
We hear a single pitch that is clearly there, but gradually it becomes rather cloudy, rather 
hazy, because ‘parasitic’ pitches are joined to it: as well as A flat, we get G, then B flat, 
A and so on…. And because of the fact that more and more adjacent pitches are played 
and because, besides that, the ensemble of strings is divided into many single 
instruments, the result is small deviations in intonation. For example, it is a known fact 
that a violinist going from C to C sharp and then to D, involuntarily makes the C sharp 
higher. The small deviations that result in this involuntary manner are here a constructive 
element in the composition. I haven’t used any quarter-tones; of course, there may be 
some, but it was of no importance to me exactly how much the pitches deviate. (Ligeti 
1968/69, 96) 
 
Thus, a similar expectation of imperfection, of disorder, is built into Ligeti’s assumptions in 
crafting this work. He even said of the Chamber Concerto (1970), by all appearances an even-
tempered work, “In the Chamber Concerto you automatically get a micro-intervallic deviation, 
since you can never find a piano, a celesta and an organ all tuned exactly to the same 
temperament” (Ligeti 1978, 55). 
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 Noting Ligeti’s longstanding interest in microtones, Hasegawa (2006, 270) proposes that 
within Melodien, “certain passages strongly imply tone representations which involve microtonal 
intervals such as 7:8 (231 cents) and 8:11 (551 cents). These just microtonal intervals are 
approximated to the nearest semitone—in a sense, then, one could argue that these passages are 
examples of microtonal music forced into a semitone grid.” Example 14, reproduced from 
Hasegawa’s article, analyzes the pitch collections from the opening of section two as partials of 
shifting implied fundamentals. Measure numbers are displayed above the staff, and fundamental 
pitches with partial numbers are displayed below. Notably, the three fundamentals of F, G, and B 
form a (026) trichord. 
 
Example 14: Analysis, mm. 11–19 (Reproduced from Hasegawa (2006, 271)) 
 
  
 Though Hasegawa’s claim is clearly a provocative one, this analysis is not without 
evidence for precedent in Ligeti’s earlier works. In 1958, Ligeti planned and then abandoned an 
idea for an electronic work, Pièce Eléctronique no. 3. He later remarked, “My idea was that a 
sufficient number of overtones without the fundamental would, as a result of their combined 
acoustic effect, sound the fundamental…. I planned to make music out of pure sine-waves with 
harmonic and subharmonic combinations…. I imagined that slowly, different composite sounds 
would emerge and slowly fade away again like shadows…. It dawned on me that the sound I 
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wanted could be realized much more easily with an orchestra” (Ligeti 1978, 37). In an earlier 
interview, he spoke about Apparitions for orchestra, written at the same time as his electronic 
works, 1957–1958, saying, “I should like to add, apropos of Apparitions, that I have used the 
individual voices in the orchestra, especially the strings, as though they were partials—they are 
sounds in themselves—as though they were partials of an even more complex sound” (Ligeti 
1968/69, 90). 
  Hasegawa notes that the analysis of pitches as partials of virtual fundamentals becomes 
difficult to sustain as more and more pitches are added from m. 19 onward, after which another 
method of analysis would be more appropriate. He suggests, “The tone representations discussed 
here can easily coexist with such atonal, piece-specific approaches to analysis. Motivic and 
atonal interval structures may also take part in purely harmonic processes, which tone 
representation can describe in detail” (2006, 272). Hasegawa’s approach by no means invalidates 
other analyses, such as the pitch class set analysis offered earlier. Indeed, the ubiquitous presence 
of (014) and (026) sets in Melodien could, in fact, be used as support for Hasegawa’s argument. 
As is shown in Example 15, these sets occur prominently within the harmonic spectrum: the set 
(026) can be formed from partials 7, 8, and 10, or in an inverted presentation with partials 8, 10, 
and 11; higher in the spectrum, (026) can be constructed from partials 11, 13, and 16, or partials 
11, 14, and 15; the set (014) can be formed using partials 11, 12, and 14, or in an inverted 
presentation with partials 12, 14, and 15. Each of these trichords contains two partials that 
deviate significantly from an equal-tempered environment, suggesting an emphasis on these 
“out-of-tune” partials. Thus, these two analytical approaches could be complementary, and the 
ability to analyze much of Melodien using traditional set theory need not rule out the possibility 
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that implications of just intonation could exist within the piece, though ironically “distorted” into 




Example 15: Harmonic Spectrum on C2, with Cents Flat/Sharp Labeled for Each Partial 
 
  
Melodien is frequently so texturally dense and rhythmically active as to make a chord-by-
chord vertical analysis virtually impossible. However, the sections comprised of masses of 
slower-moving melodies are more reasonable fodder for analysis. Example 16 shows the 
moment-by-moment harmonies in m. 96 and into m. 97. This passage evolves toward a chord 
that appears to suggest a spectrum rooted on C. (The choice of C here suggests that perhaps the 
shadow of the 8-octave C chord projects itself farther into the piece than it would seem.) In fact, 
the 11th partial, F#, which deviates most sharply from equal temperament, occurs in the horn 
(subsequently taken over by the trombone at the very end of m. 96), the instrument Ligeti would 
later exploit most frequently in his explorations of just intonation. Immediately after this chord, 
the harmonies move on, continuing to suggest the notion of a C spectrum, yet destroyed by the F 
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and then the B at the bottoms of the chords, both of which are played by the tuba. Thus, this 
moment is but the briefest evocation of a C spectrum. But the moment shines when listening to a 
recording, and such is the nature of Ligeti’s harmony: the gradual drift of fields, evolving toward 
something which is barely reached before being washed away once again. 
 
Example 16: mm. 96–97, Harmonies 
 
  
Occasional flashes of melodies that resemble harmonic spectra occur in Melodien as well. 
In Example 17, the piano run in the right hand is strongly suggestive of a spectrum built on E. 
Below this, the cello drones an E, as if to support these upper partials. But this spectrum seems 
slightly deformed; inside of beat two, both C and C# coexist. The left hand part complicates 
matters further, with G in beat two rather than G#, and C and C# present with no D# in beat 
three. The passage appears to be a kind of “near shadowing” of the harmonic spectrum—clearly 
suggestive of it, but resisting a perfectly orderly presentation. In mm. 109–110, shown in 
Example 18, a more clear-cut presentation of the harmonic spectrum occurs in the form of the 
dramatic harmonic glissandi in the two horns. This gesture, which is not repeated elsewhere in 
Melodien, arrives at a crucial moment, the transition toward the chromatic scales of section five; 




Example 17: mm. 91–92, Piano and Strings 
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Having mentioned the horns in the preceding two paragraphs, it is time to revisit the 
enigmatic first horn duet, so apparently lacking in structure in comparison to the second duet, 
with its orderly mirroring of dyads. In examining this duet from another angle, it seems that 
Ligeti might have had another motive in mind: the implication of just intonation. Example 19 
lays out the pitches of the horn duet, as well as the pitches in the horn parts that precede the duet, 
played while the horns are an unobtrusive part of the harmonic background. The most puzzling 
part of the first duet, the A-C-D movement in the first horn, suggests the possibility of partials 6, 
7, and 8 of a D spectrum; the F# below it in the second horn, representing partial 5, bolsters this 
idea. And in fact, analyzing this passage, nearly every pitch can be explained as a partial of a 
spectrum with a fundamental of D1. (This renders A, C, and D as partials 12, 14, and 16 rather 
than 6, 7, and 8.) The E-flat and C# toward the beginning of the second horn part are outliers, but 
could perhaps be explained as double chromatic neighbor tones (marked in the diagram as “(N)”) 
to the 4th-partial D; similarly, the ensuing E-flat and F in the second horn could be seen as 
double chromatic neighbor tones to the 9th-partial E. The significant deviation of the thirteenth 
partial, which makes it nearly a quarter-tone split between B and B-flat, is here exploited by 
Ligeti by the presence of both pitches in this passage; similarly, the eleventh partial, almost 









Example 19: mm. 60–65, Horns, Labeled with Respect to Harmonic Spectrum on D1 
 
 
Seen on so many levels, one suspects that the presence of implied just intonation is a 
significant factor in Melodien, not in a strictly ordered manner, but in a fluid, ever-changing 
realm of possibilities. Several years after Melodien, in discussing his experiments outside the 
world of equal temperament, Ligeti had stated, “My feeling is that both diatonic and chromatic 
music have been worn out. I do not think we need to look for other tonal systems—I abhor all 
fixed systems; what I really want is the effect of deviation from either pure or equal 
temperament” (Ligeti 1978, 54). Again we see Ligeti push against the idea of too much order and 







6. “Melodien” and Gustav Klimt 
6.1 Surface similarities 
Steinitz (2003, 184) writes that Melodien was “commissioned by the City of Nuremberg 
to commemorate the quincentenary of Albrecht Dürer’s birth in 1471… Dürer… immersed 
himself in the relationship between scientific theory and art, a theme which he developed in a 
learned treatise on proportion published in 1528. Although Ligeti felt honoured by the 
association, a stronger inspiration was the ‘metallic shimmering’ of Gustav Klimt’s mosaic 
paintings.” Though Steinitz does not explicitly note the source of this information or the 
quotation, he explains at the beginning of his notes section that generally speaking, unattributed 
quotations in the text are drawn from recorded discussions between Steinitz and Ligeti (2003, 
365). 
The connection to Dürer is intriguing. Dürer completed his treatise Four Books on 
Human Proportion in 1523. In his beliefs on ideal beauty, “he sided with Leonardo da Vinci who 
demanded, above all other things, variety” (Panofsky 1955, 274). The beautiful proportions of 
Melodien, the variety within the work—indeed, the variety encountered in the sum of Ligeti’s 
works—seem to concord with Dürer’s ideals. Panofsky also writes that in the third book of the 
treatise, Dürer  “submitted various methods which would enable the artist to change the 
proportions of any basic figure… ad libitum, yet on the basis of a consistent geometrical 
principle. These methods consist of divers kinds of projections by which any given set of 
quantities can be enlarged or reduced uniformly as well as progressively…. The crowning 
achievement is a device by which the dimensions are projected on a circular curve from which 
result distortions like those produced by concave or convex mirrors” (Ibid., 268–269). The idea 
of ad libitum freedom paired with set geometric principles, the mimicking of slight distortions 
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created by mirrors: such is the nature of Ligeti’s compositional practice, and of Melodien. One is 
tempted, for example, to view the fifth section of Melodien as being a distorted version of the 
first section, appearing enlarged, as though in a funhouse mirror. 
But it is the connection to Klimt that I will focus on for the rest of this essay.8 We do not 
know for certain how much of an influence Klimt’s works really were for Ligeti and Melodien, 
but I will engage in a personal, subjective exploration of the possible connections between the 
two. Certainly, taking the quote at face value, even a cursory listening to Melodien suggests the 
sparkle and shimmer of Klimt’s golden works. The instrumentation itself places an emphasis on 
brightness: the flute doubling piccolo, the piano doubling celesta, and the percussionist playing 
crotales, glockenspiel, vibraphone, and xylophone, the first three of which are obviously quite 
literally metallic. 
The opening chromatic scales, floating to the heavens, give an immediate impression of 
glimmering light. Speaking about the opening of Atmosphères, Ligeti said, 
The plane of sound is wide: that is to say, it stretches from the lowest to the highest 
register and is fairly uniformly spaced out chromatically. I say, ‘fairly uniformly.’ If I 
said uniformly, that would mean that all the chromatic intervals are there. This is not the 
case. There are small gaps, because the parts are constantly changing, and so there are 
places where notes are doubled, but where other notes are missing. So you get a kind of 
tonal iridescence. This iridescence is further completed by the fact that gradually 
different kinds of bowing can be heard; it begins sul tasto, then goes into normal bowing, 
then into sul ponticello. (Ligeti 1968/69, 85) 
 
The chromatic space at the beginning of Melodien, the constant movement and flicker of the 
scales, suggests an analog to the “iridescence” of Atmosphères. Indeed, the same changes of 
bowing occur during the opening thirteen measures of Melodien. 
                                                 
8 Vergo (2001, 16) notes the similarity of Klimt’s The Golden Knight (1903) to Dürer’s Knight, 
Death, and the Devil (1513). 
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The opening of section two seems like a direct evocation of Klimt’s glittering works. The 
piercing shrillness of the high A in m. 13 is followed by the F-A major third, with the F initiated 
by a ping of the glockenspiel; indeed, the brightness caused by the prevalence of the major third 
throughout Melodien seems to make the whole work gleam. The winding ostinati in mm. 14–29, 
gradually crawling downward from A6, are played by the piccolo, xylophone, celesta, and violin 
B, creating a brittle luminosity. Melodies begin to appear first in the oboe and high clarinet, then 
the trumpet and high bassoon, reinforcing the brightness of the ostinati. The A6 pedal tone shines 
quietly behind all of this, a fixed beam. Griffiths writes, “As so often in Ligeti’s harmony, the 
top is more stable than the bottom: the music reaches toward the treble instead of being rooted in 
the bass” (1983, 86). After m. 29, the twinkling of this section relaxes into the afterglow of the 
slower web of melodies, each line blending, surfacing, blending, but the A6 pedal remains 
through m. 70. 
Speaking about the first movement of the Chamber Concerto, Ligeti remarked, “My 
general idea for that movement was the surface of a stretch of water, where everything takes 
place below the surface. The musical events you hear are blurred; suddenly a tune emerges and 
then sinks back again. For a moment the outlines seem quite clear, then everything gets blurred 
once more. I developed this method in Melodien, where the tunes appear much more clearly 
outlined” (Ligeti 1978, 64). In Melodien, one has the sense of blurry “underwater” sections, such 
as mm. 30–45, where the melodies flow and blend into one another, sounding distant and 
muffled. But there are also passages like the first section, where the effect is that of a rushing 
stream, or the second section, where one can almost see the dynamic sparkle of light on water, or 
the “meccanico-light” section following the penetrating 8-octave C chord, which gives the 
impression of a gently bubbling stream on a sunny day. 
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Turbulence and roaring rapids in mm. 134–137 precede the stacked fifths chord: 
“capriccioso” melodies in the trumpet and violins, swift runs in the woodwinds, flutter-tongued 
trombone and tuba combined with tremolo double bass, crescendoing madly before they are torn 
off. In the midst of this, the glockenspiel pings an F6, as it did in m. 13, here seemingly 
foreshadowing the oncoming glow of the fifths chord. When the chord arrives, its gentle 
luminescence, supported by the string harmonics and mellow horns, is accented by chimes of the 
vibraphone and glockenspiel. As noted earlier, after this shining moment, the sound gradually 
decays from the middle outward to the end of the piece, like a slowly dying fire. 
 
6.2. Klimt and form in “Melodien” 
But perhaps the connections to Klimt might not lie solely in the surface-level shimmer 
and glitter; here I will delve deeper. Speaking about his micropolyphonic practices, Ligeti noted, 
“In my works from about 1966 onwards I began to thin out the dense polyphonic network” 
(Ligeti 1971, 136–137). The use of smaller performing forces than those of his massive choral 
and orchestral works was certainly a factor in this sparser polyphony. As Ligeti remarked, “In 
orchestral works it was relatively easy, technically speaking, to create a dense polyphony; I had 
as many parts at my disposal as there were instruments in an orchestra” (Ligeti 1978, 15). 
Steinitz writes that Ligeti was particularly pleased with the beautiful clarity of a performance of 
Melodien by the Amsterdam Concertgebouw Orchestra, conducted by Michael Gielen, in which 
solo strings were used, rather than a larger string section. “Ligeti was thrilled, and now prefers 
that all his chamber orchestra pieces except for the Piano Concerto should be performed with 
solo strings” (Steinitz 2003, 188). 
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Ligeti viewed his newly pared-down micropolyphony as “resembling the transparency of 
a drawing rather than the opaqueness of a painting” (Ligeti 1971, 137). Seen another way, we 
might consider the more transparent polyphony in Melodien as resembling one of Klimt’s mosaic 
paintings, as opposed to a more photorealistic painting, or even a photograph. The thinner 
polyphony in Melodien allows the listener to perceive the individual melodies and components 
more clearly, just as one can see the myriad individual shapes and swirls that make up Klimt’s 
mosaic works. At the same time, there is still an element of the “underwater” blending and 
blurring within the individual sections of Melodien. When one regards one of Klimt’s mosaic 
paintings, the first impression is of a unified, blended whole; then the viewer begins to parse the 
painting into larger sections of textural blocks; and at last, the viewer zooms in on each small 
element that makes up the larger blocks of the work. The listener is likely to experience 
Melodien in the same way: as a single, organic work, then as a collection of individual sections, 
and then as a work comprised of many richly varied components at any given moment. During 
much of Melodien, similar, though not identical, melodies and gestures merge into one solid 
mass,9 heterogeneity magically uniting into a homogenous whole. Similarly, when viewing one 
of Klimt’s mosaics, one parses the work into larger textural blocks by perceiving areas in which 
similar symbols predominate, or lines move in parallel. Within these segments of similar 
symbols, to quote Arnheim (1954, 130), “There is visual ‘punning’—the fusion of heterogeneous 
contents on the basis of external resemblance.” Thus, both Melodien and Klimt’s mosaics exhibit 
a fine balance of textural blend and clarity of individual components. 
                                                 
9 Again, this differs from some of Ligeti’s earlier micropolyphonic works in that Melodien is not 
strictly canonic in nature. Where his earlier works could be imagined as a digital photograph, 
with each pixel precisely the same size, Melodien has the more organic variety of Klimt’s 
works—sections of triangles, for example, but not all the same size, and some looking distorted 
in relation to others. 
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Figure 3 is perhaps Klimt’s most well-known mosaic-style painting, the Portrait of Adele 
Bloch-Bauer I (1907). The textural blocks of the painting that represent the physical objects of 
the work demonstrate the phenomenon discussed above. Central in the painting, the viewer 
perceives Bloch-Bauer’s dress because of the conglomeration of Eye of Horus-like symbols; the 
sweeping lines of a veil that extends from the top of her dress are evident, overlaid by golden 
squares that often contain bisected circles; the arms of a wingback chair behind her are 
represented by sections of spirals. The shapes making up these patches are sufficiently similar to 
seem to belong together, but varied enough to produce an organic impression. One might 
compare this to, for example, the second half of the second section of Melodien, with the web of 
slower melodies. The individual melodies are similar to each other, but not identical, and while 
each of the melodies is basically perceptible, the section tends to strike the listener as one 














Figure 3: Gustav Klimt, Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I 
 
 
The more one looks at this portrait, the more possible correspondences one may notice. 
Arnheim (1954, 4) explains, “If influence from a particular direction predominates, a pull in that 
direction will result.” This effect manifests in the sweeping lines of Bloch-Bauer’s veil, which 
appears to originate outside of the bottom of the painting and draws the viewer’s eye upward. 
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One may think of the opening of Melodien: the “in medias res” beginning, the elegantly 
serpentine chromatic scales, slithering upward. The appearance of the veil, bisected by Bloch-
Bauer’s body, calls to mind the correspondence of the first and fifth sections of Melodien: not 
identical, but clearly belonging together. The decoration on the veil on the viewer’s left side even 
seems to mimic the pitch processes in the first section: a dense patch of small triangles toward 
the bottom of the veil suggesting the full chromatic scales of the opening, followed upward by a 
sparser segment of triangles, suggesting the newly “filtered” scales. Above that, another dense 
section of triangles evokes the chromatic “refill” that occurs after this filtering, again followed 
by sparser sections, like the progressively foreshortened scales at the end of the opening section. 
On top of the veil, which suggests a gauzy transparence, the solid gold blocks stand out like the 
melodies and pedal points that provide the skeletal foundation for the opening chromatic scales 
(for example, the trumpet and trombone melodies in mm. 1–3, and the oboe and clarinet 
melodies in mm. 5–7). 
The richly ornamental shapes in the portrait bring to mind the “creeper-like, ornamental” 
lines of Melodien (Griffiths 1983, 84). The swirls of the armchair imply the whirling ostinati 
seen in Examples 8a and 8b. The many small variants of each symbol (for example, the outlines 
of the bisected circles on the veil, which are sometimes lighter or darker, sometimes vertically 
compressed, sometimes more or less translucent) suggest the many variations of basic melodic 
types in Melodien. Arnheim (1954, 216) points out the use of gold in the background as 
representative of empty space in Byzantine mosaics, which were a major influence on Klimt’s 
mosaic works (Kandel 2012, 113). In the portrait, the “empty space” of the wall paradoxically 
glitters non-uniformly. One might think of Ligeti’s cavernous “empty spaces,” such as at the end 
of Melodien: instruments rumbling at the lowest of the low and contrasting with the intensity of 
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the high instruments shimmering far above. The dull turquoise patch of floor at the bottom of the 
painting contrasts curiously with the rest of the work; perhaps this is the double bass and tuba 
firmament of the ending. And in the midst of all of this ornamented glimmer, Adele Bloch-
Bauer’s face stands out, pale but curiously brilliant, like the octave C chord that seems to seems 
to serve as the centerpiece of Melodien. 
Kandel (2012, 116) writes, “The portrait exemplifies an important element of Klimt’s 
new style: the deliberate blurring of the boundaries between the various elements of the 
painting…. In fact, the boundaries metamorphose into one another, creating a pulsating sense of 
movement in the beholder’s perception of space and form.” This blurring directly connects to the 
fogginess inherent in many of Ligeti’s works, including Melodien, although the blurring in Ligeti 
tends to occur within sections, while the sharp clarity of moments like the octave C chord help to 
define section boundaries. Ligeti noted that in his works from the late 1960s onward, “perfect 
intervals are divided by blurred areas, so that you hear an interval that gets gradually blurred and 
in the ensuing mist another interval appears, it becomes clearer and clearer until the surrounding 
mist completely clears and you hear the new interval all by itself” (Ligeti 1978, 60). The 
pulsating movement that Kandel asserts also suggests the bubbling activity present in many 
sections of Melodien: the twirling ostinati, the hint of meccanico music around the octave C 
chord, the babbling runs shown in Examples 3a and 3b. 
Furthermore, as Natter (2000, 115–16) writes, “The subject is sitting or rather floating in 
front of a golden chair whose back reveals itself to only the most attentive eye…. The magic of 
the geometry, the orchestration of squares and circles and the alternation of spiral and triangular 
ornaments are further enhanced by the compositional ambivalence that allows us to see Adele 
Bloch-Bauer in a sitting as well as in a standing position.” Many scholars have noted the 
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ambiguities that are characteristic of much of Ligeti’s work; Taylor (2012), for example, 
discusses ambiguity in the temporal realm, while Drott (2003) writes about ambiguity in the 
pitch realm. In Melodien, Griffiths (1983, 84) notes that the three “planes” of melody, ostinato, 
and pedal tone “are not distinct; instead they are forever dissolving one into another. A melody 
may stand still and become part of a held chord, or deteriorate into a rotating figure, and the 
other basic elements are similarly interchangeable.” This ambiguity holds not only in the 
transmogrification of each plane into the others, but also in passages where the putative 
foreground (the melodies) seems to be eclipsed by the middleground (the ostinati). In the 
opening section, the slow melodies in the winds are less apparent than the sliding scales; in the 
second section, the wind melodies in m. 19 onward are similarly overshadowed by the hypnotic, 
sparkling ostinati in the piccolo, xylophone, celesta, and violin B. Indeed, Bloch-Bauer herself 
appears to be subsumed amidst all the splendor of the portrait. 
 
6.3. Klimt and Broken Symmetry 
Symmetry, however, is not a notable feature of the Portrait of Adele Bloch-Bauer I. The 
subject sits (or stands) off-center, slightly turned from the viewer’s perspective. Her hair covers 
one side of her forehead more than the other, and the overall shape of the style is asymmetrical. 
She folds her hands asymmetrically; she wears bracelets on her left arm, but not her right. While 
the position of her veil could, in theory, be roughly symmetrical, much of it is cut off on the 
viewer’s right side, leaving the viewer with a mere hypothetical; the decorations on the veil itself 
do not reveal any notable symmetries. The background immediately behind her presents a jumble 
of mostly asymmetrical symbols, barring the occasional correspondence, such as the golden oval 
to the viewer’s left of her face, which corresponds with another on the viewer’s right, though 
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even here, the textural swirls inside the ovals are not identical. The silver blocks on the wall to 
the viewer’s left stand out curiously; one cannot see the corresponding patch of wall on the right, 
but even so, one does not expect a similar design to appear on that side. 
These asymmetries become all the more evident when compared to Empress Theodora 
(Figure 4) in the Byzantine mosaic Empress Theodora and Her Attendants (6th century), which 
was a major influence behind Klimt’s mosaic works (Kandel 2012, 114). Here there are tidy 
correspondences in nearly every detail: the number and color of jewels matched on both sides, 
the symmetry of the face, the essentially head-on view. Slight symmetry breaking occurs with 
the protuberance behind her shoulder on the viewer’s left, and the very slightly off-center 
placement of the Empress inside the circle behind her—again, slightly askew to the viewer’s left 
side. However, for the most part, the neat symmetry is a clear organizing factor. Thus, the 
asymmetrical nature of the Bloch-Bauer portrait appears to be the result of a conscious choice 
toward disorder—or more properly, as with Ligeti, toward order within disorder. 
 




In another work by Klimt, Judith I (1901) (Figure 5), based on the deuterocanonical 
account of Judith beheading Holofernes, part of the disturbing nature of the painting is the 
consistent lack of symmetry. The subject (recognizably Adele Bloch-Bauer) stands off-center, 
with a wildly asymmetrical golden background. Her head appears slightly tilted, her hair again 
asymmetrically covering her forehead, her left eye open wider than her right, her lips slightly 
askew in an apparent sneering smile. Her garment covers only the right side of her body, leaving 
her left breast exposed; beneath the sheer garment, her right breast is visible, but the veiling 
works to destroy this obvious symmetry. Most shockingly, the viewer, looking for a 
correspondence to the negative space on his lower left, is instead met by the head of Holofernes 
on the right, which is cut off by the edge of the picture, leaving the viewer with no confirmation 




















However, having discussed the denial of symmetry in Klimt, there are certainly other 
major works that do employ symmetry and near-symmetry. Perhaps the most compelling 
example is Klimt’s Stoclet Frieze (1911), a set of three mosaics created for the Stoclet Palais 
(which was designed by the architect Josef Hoffmann) in Brussels. Figure 6a shows the dining 
room of the Stoclet Palais, with two larger mosaic panels on the left and right, and a third, 
smaller mosaic at the back center. The symmetry is immediately evident here: the left and right 
mosaics are mirror-symmetrical to each other as the viewer sees them in the photograph, with the 
“Tree of Life” and rosebush images correspondingly placed. From this picture, however, the 
viewer cannot see that this cross-wall symmetry is broken by the main focus of each panel, 
Expectation (a woman in a stylized “Egyptian” pose) on the left-hand mosaic panel (Figure 6b) 
and Fulfillment (a couple embracing) on the right (Figure 6c). 
 





Figure 6b: Gustav Klimt, Expectation, Stoclet Frieze (1911) 
 
 
Figure 6c: Gustav Klimt, Fulfillment, Stoclet Frieze (1911) 
 
 
In the Expectation mosaic (Figure 7), the shape of the rosebush appears as though it could 
be simply a distorted shadow of the posing woman. The upward-pointing triangles of her dress 
are mirrored by the downward-pointing leaves of the rosebush (Figure 8); the flowers beneath 
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her feet balance with the blooms on the rosebush. The triangles on her dress, neatly arranged 
toward the waist, seem to descend into chaos as the skirt approaches the ground. With 
Fulfillment (Figure 9), the rosebush is no longer a shadow, but more of a mirror image. With this 
juxtaposition, the rosebush gives the impression of a hunched human figure. Again, flowers lie 
beneath their feet, and the woman’s dress appears to bear floral motifs as well, as though she has 
spontaneously bloomed from the ground. Discussing such motivic correspondences, Werner 
Hofmann notes in 1971, “A relatively small change of formal emphasis would suffice to change 
Expectation and Fulfillment into stylized plants, just as the shrubs might reveal themselves as 
human figures” (quoted in Globig 2013, 95). Again, this ambiguity is reminiscent of Ligeti’s 
music, and of the shape-shifting melodies and ostinati in Melodien. Furthermore, the overall 
tension between order and disorder—neat patterns becoming distorted, clean symmetries 




































Figure 9: Gustav Klimt, Fulfillment, Cartoon for the Stoclet Frieze (1909) 
 
 
The spiraling Tree of Life unites the figures in both panels, much as the pedal tones in 
Melodien serve as the skeletal foundation for the work. Within each individual mosaic panel, the 
tree branches are not precisely symmetrical, but nonetheless suggestive of symmetry. One does 
not expect to encounter a real tree with precise mirror-symmetry; thus, Klimt’s tree of life, 
though obviously highly stylized, nonetheless gives a natural, balanced impression, a sort of 
organic unity. It brings to mind Steinitz’s characterization of Melodien as “an exceptionally 
organic score” (2003, 184). 
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The third, smaller mosaic panel (Figure 10), which is an extremely abstract representation 
of a Knight (Globig 2013, 98), produces a paradoxical effect. The first impression is of a neat 
left-to-right symmetry, brought about by the clearly delineated columns and horizontal rectangles 
of the work and the similar colors and symbols used within those component shapes. However, a 
closer look reveals that the colored rectangles in the center of the work do not form any notable 
symmetries, nor do the triangles contained in the top square of the piece. The symbols are 
similarly scattered. Interestingly, though, there is a clear symmetry that begins at the bottom of 
the work, with the block collections of black ovals outlined in white corresponding 
symmetrically in two of the columns; moving up, the other symbols in these columns also 
correspond, until Klimt breaks this symmetry after the large black circles bisected by white lines. 
From here up through the top of these columns, there are other symmetries and near-symmetries, 
but the neat one-to-one correspondence is destroyed. This irregular movement away from a 
precise unity has similar analogues in Ligeti’s music: for example, the pitch fan-out from C 
beginning in m. 72 of Melodien, discussed earlier. And in the geometric, abstract, flattened 
knight, so far from a realistic representation, one could even imagine echoes of the world of just 















Another of Klimt’s works, the Beethoven Frieze (1902), demonstrates significant 
symmetry, particularly in the triumphant culmination of the work, the “kiss for the whole world” 
portion (Figure 11). Here, another embracing couple is centrally placed inside a golden arch.10 
The details inside the arch mirror each other exactly, with two notable exceptions: the 
rosebushes, which vary organically like the “Tree of Life” in the Stoclet Frieze, and the sun and 
moon above them, which obviously differ in terms of literal appearance, but match in a 
symmetrical pair from a symbolic standpoint. Behind this, a heavenly choir appears in perfect 
symmetry, suggesting the eternal immutability of their joyous song, while the earthly disunity of 












                                                 
10 Vergo (2001, 19-20) notes Klimt’s propensity toward making groups of works on the same 
theme, such as the embracing couples in the Stoclet Frieze, the Beethoven Frieze, and The Kiss 
(1909). Here one might note Ligeti’s tendency to write small groups of pieces using the same 
technique—for example, his microcanonic works. Though Klimt and Ligeti are not the only two 
artists to do so, the correspondence stands. 
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Figure 11: Gustav Klimt, Kiss for the Whole World, Beethoven Frieze (1902) 
 
 
The perfect centrality of the couple inside the arch is unusual among the works of Klimt, 
who tends to place his subjects slightly off-center. Arnheim (19543) explains that a central 
position tends to make an object appear static to the viewer. And in fact, Fliedl (1991, 108) notes 
the “oddly static quality of the two lovers.” There is indeed a certain permanence to the 
embracing couple. But at the same time, they are rotated off-center, and thus appear 
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simultaneously dynamic because of this asymmetry; the man’s muscles are portrayed as flexed, 
rather than slack, suggesting ongoing action. In this paradox of static movement, one hears the 
echoes of works such as Apparitions and Atmosphères, or the Shepard tone-like illusion of the 
opening of Melodien. Winding around the feet of the lovers, “stylised water waves” unite them 
(Szabo 2006, 151), while apparently watery heavens surround them above as well, bringing to 
mind the beautiful blend and blur in Ligeti, the lovers standing like the pillars of the perfect 
intervals, bearing the weight of the universe itself. 
 
7. Conclusion 
In his book of poetry, Broken Symmetries, David Citino notes that “broken symmetry” is 
used as a term in particle physics, denoting “a state in which traces of an earlier symmetry can be 
found” (1997, 10). A poetic notion, indeed: perhaps the broken symmetries in Ligeti and Klimt 
are suggestive of some previous, more perfect order. In concordance with this scientific 
definition of broken symmetry, in a published “interview with himself,” Ligeti spoke of 
Melodien, describing the resounding effects of his earlier micropolyphonic practices: 
In my orchestral piece of Summer 1971, Melodien, the polyphony is no longer ‘micro’, 
yet the texture of this piece does not suggest a reversion to earlier techniques. It can 
rather be seen as the logical outcome of micro-polyphony, though containing no micro-
polyphonic movement in the literal sense of the word. The situation is similar to that 
which prevailed after the abandonment of serial music. Series no longer existed, yet 
nonetheless post-serial music bore within itself traces of experiences gained in working 
with serial techniques. It was not a retreat to a previous phase, but an advance towards a 
new style and a new structural concept. My musical position following the abandonment 
of micro-polyphony is similar: there pass through my mind interlinked parts of a melodic 
character, a polyphonic network in which not all the individual parts are submerged. On 
the contrary, the melodically shaped parts retain their individuality, they move 
simultaneously at varying speeds and possess a melodic and rhythmic line of their own, 
varying from and independent of the other parts. In this way melodic shape, that 




 In this same “interview with himself,” he discusses his earlier attempts to abandon the 
idea of harmony (in works such as Apparitions), and then his return to the idea of harmony in 
pieces such as Lux Aeterna and Lontano. He poses the question, “Was not the abandonment of 
the abandonment of harmony equivalent to the restitution of harmony?” Then, he answers 
himself: 
It is of course true that the abolition of non-harmony leads back to harmony. But this 
newly evolved harmony is not the same as the former harmony—the historical process is 
irreversible, recurring aspects notwithstanding. The manner in which I use intervals in 
Lux Aeterna and Lontano reflects my experiences of timbre construction within a 
harmonically neutral context. That is to say, I treat intervals just as I previously treated 
timbre complexes. In Lontano intervallic structures are subjected to a continual 
transformation, similar to the transformation of tone colours in Atmosphères. The 
intervals as such are the same as in earlier music, but they are handled in a fundamentally 
different way: with the sounds of a dead language a new language is being evolved. 
(Ibid., 136) 
 
 Speaking more broadly about the traces of the past in his music, Ligeti noted his 
“ambivalent attitude to tradition: denying tradition by creating something new, and yet at the same 
time allowing tradition to shine through indirectly through allusions: that is essential for me . . . 
Perhaps I somewhere harbor the need, when I cut myself off from tradition so radically, to maintain 
secretly an umbilical cord, like an astronaut who is bound by a cord to the satellite, although he 
moves about freely in space” (Ligeti 1968/69, 105–106). 
Thus, even as Ligeti and Klimt reject the order of the past, its mirrorings and shadowings 
remain always present. The living springs from the dead, just as all life on Earth bears the traces 
of stars that went nova billions of years ago. And Ligeti spent his life always peering into the 
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